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Super Dry to launch Floor Life Reset 
Cabinets at SMT Hybrid Packaging. 

Super Dry Totech, MSD handling 

specialist and global manufacturer 

of ultra low humidity drying and 

storage cabinets introduces a new 

Floor Life Reset Cabinet for moisture 

sensitive devices, setting new 

standards in terms of flexibility and 

speed. The moisture management 

solution will be on display for the 

first time in May at SMT Hybrid Packaging, Booth no 4-547. 

 

Depending upon ambient humidity and temperature, components can be safely used 

only within a limited time period, as classified by the IPC/JEDEC J-Std- 033C. New and 

proven technologies can now safely reset component floor life using low temperatures 

and ultra-low humidity without requiring extensive time, but insufficient tracking and 

process control implementation can lead to haphazard component drying, particularly 

when multiple batches of different MSL level parts need to be accommodated.   

 

New ‘Floor Life Reset Cabinets’ from Super Dry® Totech bring an increased level of 

process control and multiple batch management to operations that do not have tracking 

software implemented.   

 

The Reset cabinets can independently track the timing of 4 separate batches of 

components being reset at the same time. Two separate chambers, each with their own 

dry-unit and heater enable two different temperatures to be utilized in the same cabinet.  

Both compartments are insulated with 6mm walls. 

https://www.mesago.de/en/SMT/For_visitors/inaktiv_Hallenplan/messe-iplan.htm?plid=313&aid=78528&sid=69f85f4d863017dbdc22449514a60c94&stamp=1490100094


 

Dehumidifying to less than 1% RH, both chambers have their own dry-unit and heater, 

so they can operate independently from each other. Low temperature Heat (40C-60C) is 

added to accelerate the drying time. 

 

Each compartment features a 4" color display with countdown timers for MSL. 

Component batch ID and MSL level are entered directly at the cabinet, and standardized 

reset times are either automatically calculated and timed, or entered manually per 

internally developed procedures. The user simply selects the MSL level and Thickness. 

When the Floor life time has been reset, the user is notified, and the part is ready for use 

or for placing into a storage cabinet or Moisture Barrier bag (MBB). 

 

All data can be tracked & recorded over time through an Ethernet connection and 

integrated software helping manufacturers on the path to achieving their industry 4.0 

goals.  

 

Amongst other systems on display on the 

SMT booth will be the company’s fully 

automated, robotically controlled, component 

handling and storage system, Dry Tower. 

Incorporating mature, proven MSD technology 

and wide ranging WMS-System integration 

capabilities, Dry Towers are capable of 

automatically managing tens of thousands of reels and trays and are totally modular for 

all mix and volume manufacturing scenarios.  

 

Relevant information for processing components is data base managed, from robotic 

entry through storage or floor life reset, as well as retrieval and delivery of specified 

components for production from and to one, two or even ten or more different assembly 

locations. 

 

The Super Dry Totech team will be on hand to explain to visitors how low humidity 

desiccant cabinets not only safely store components, but can also remove moisture and 

reset component floor life, while providing oxidation prevention equivalent to nitrogen at 

a fraction of the cost.  

 

www.superdry-totech.com 

http://www.superdry-totech.com/dry-tower-system/

